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SpycerBox High Availability Option

In every “no single point of failure“-production environment, mission-
critical online content storage or multi-site/campus media facility, the 
SpycerBox with the High Availability (HA) Option provides you with a 
flexible highly-available production storage. Due to an instant ultra-low-
latency synchronization and no performance losses (limitations apply) 
during the synchronization, no additional servers are required and you 
have only one single point of management. The SpycerBoxes are linked 
via SAN and/or NAS connections. Even campus or WAN distances are 
possible and due to fast switching times there are no performance loss-
es in case of a failover.

The data mirroring takes place all the time and you can select between 
a synchronous or asynchronous mirroring. A failover is initiated by a 
cluster management system with an automated or a manual failover. 
All software services are then switched to the other system automati-
cally and in a minimum of time. The SpycerBox High Availability Option 
is the perfect solution to ensure the continuity of your business pro-
cesses.

This document provides the information you need to administer the 
SpycerBox High Availability Option.

It contains the following information:

– Important Notes
– Target Group and Default Passwords
– Overview
– Configuration of Spycer
– Administration
 DVS SAN Remo
 SpycerBox HA Management Commands

– Maintenance and Troubleshooting
 Maintenance
 Troubleshooting
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Important Notes

In the following you find notes and hints you should observe in order to 
use the High Availability Option correctly and to avoid malfunctions.

    

Do not change any of the IP addresses used for the mirroring 
interfaces or the StorNext metadata interface. 

Do not change the hostnames of the SpycerBoxes. 

The IP addresses and hostnames are determined in the HA 
configuration files and have to be added there first. Changing 
these settings without changing them in the configuration 
files first, can lead to problems with the High Availability 
Option. 

Do not use any DNS entries on the SpycerBoxes and delete 
all DNS server entries in the resolv.conf file (in the path 
/etc/resolv.conf). If necessary, you can add a static 
name resolution in the path /etc/hosts.

Errors in the DNS configuration and communication can lead 
to severe communication problems of the cluster manager.

High Availability can be ordered as an optional feature. De-
pending on the hardware of the SpycerBox delivered to you, an 
upgrade from an older SpycerBox may not be possible.

The failover time (time from failure of the primary SpycerBox to 
complete takeover from the secondary SpycerBox) may vary 
and can take from usually a few seconds up to 2 minutes de-
pending on your network environment, the client accesses and 
Fibre Channel connections.

When booting a single SpycerBox in the standalone mode 
(i.e. a primary SpycerBox in standalone mode, the secondary 
SpycerBox offline and no mirroring takes place), the cluster 
manager needs a few minutes to activate all resources. 
You can check the current status in the SAN Remo web user 
interface (see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8).

When performing, e.g. failover tests and switching the modes 
of the primary and secondary SpycerBox within a short while, 
you have to wait until the failover is completed. 
For this you have to switch the primary SpycerBox to the stand-
by mode, wait until the secondary SpycerBox has been set to 
the primary role and has activated all resources. Use the 
SAN Remo web user interface (see section “DVS SAN Remo” 
on page 8) to check the system status of both SpycerBoxes. If 
the secondary SpycerBox (now having the primary role) has ac-
tivated all resources, you can set the actual primary SpycerBox 
back to the online mode. This will automatically set the sec-
ondary SpycerBox back to its secondary role.
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Target Group and Default Passwords

This administration supplement is intended for the system administra-
tor charged with the task to set up and administer the SpycerBox and 
the High Availability Option. For this you should know how to handle 
computer equipment in general and have experience as a system and 
network administrator. Furthermore, you should be familiar with the 
Linux command-line interface.

For the login to the system, the following passwords are available as 
factory defaults:

– For the SpycerBox operating system:
– User: root, password: dvssan and/or
– User: dvssan, password: dvssan

– For SAN Remo (access via a standard browser when entering 
http://localhost/):

– User: admin, password: admin

You can change the passwords at the respective places.
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Overview

The SpycerBox High Availability (HA) Option  provides a real-time data 
mirroring between two independent SpycerBox systems as an active/
passive setup with an automatic failover management.

The intention of this setup is to eliminate any single point of failure that 
can be caused by a hardware defect (mainboard, RAID controller) or an 
operating system failure. In case of a malfunction on the primary 
SpycerBox, the secondary SpycerBox will take over all client services 
and rebuild the data accesses for all clients. In the following you see the 
setup of the SpycerBox High Availability:

Figure 1-1: SpycerBox High Availability setup

In order to support an automatic failover process, all services are man-
aged and monitored by a central cluster resource management (CRM). 
In this context a managed application/service is also referred to as 
'resource'. The cluster resource manager will regularly check the avail-
ability of the primary SpycerBox and all running services via a so called 
heartbeat signal. The setup of the cluster resource management is in-
dicated in the following figure:
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Figure 1-2: Cluster resource management (CRM)

If a service is not responding or the heartbeat signal is interrupted, the 
cluster manager will try to restart the service and, if that fails, will 
switch all resources to the secondary SpycerBox. This will turn the sec-
ondary SpycerBox into the new primary SpycerBox.

High Availability can be ordered as an optional feature. 
Depending on the hardware of the SpycerBox delivered to you, 
an upgrade from an older SpycerBox may not be possible.

The failover time (time from failure of the primary SpycerBox to 
complete takeover from the secondary SpycerBox) may vary 
and can take from usually a few seconds up to 2 minutes de-
pending on your network environment, the client accesses and 
Fibre Channel connections.
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Configuration of Spycer

The setup of the High Availability Option on the SpycerBoxes including 
the Spycer settings is performed by the DVS service department and 
usually you do not have to make any further configurations. If the in-
stalled Spycer software (incl. SpycerAgent and the Spycer web service) 
is deleted from the central storage volume, e.g. if the central storage 
volume is formatted, you have to configure Spycer again. This is de-
scribed in the following.

To allow a seamless failover for all Spycer clients, the configuration files 
of Spycer (*.cfg) and the database have to be moved from the local 
configuration directory to the central storage volume. Perform the fol-
lowing:

 On the primary SpycerBox with the mounted SNFS volume open 
the command shell and log in as admin user.

 Create hidden directories on the mirrored SpycerBox volume  for 
the Spycer configuration files and the database by first running the 
command
#> mkdir -p /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/var/
opt/DVS/ 
and then the command
#> mkdir -p /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/etc/
opt/DVS/

 Move the local Spycer files to the SNFS volume by first running the 
command
#> mv /var/opt/DVS/Spycer /media/spycer-vol0/.spy-
cer-cfg/var/opt/DVS/
and then the command
#> mv /etc/opt/DVS/Spycer /media/spycer-vol0/.spy-
cer-cfg/etc/opt/DVS/

 Create symbolic links from the local configuration directories to the 
SNFS volume by first running the command
#> ln -s  /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/var/opt/
DVS/Spycer /var/opt/DVS/Spycer 
and then the command
#> ln -s  /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/etc/opt/
DVS/Spycer /etc/opt/DVS/Spycer

 Install Spycer by running the command 
#> rpm -Uhv <path>/Spycer-<version no.>.<OS archi-
tecture>.rpm

 Disable the automatic start of the SpycerAgent and the Spycer web 
service by first running the command
#> chkconfig spyceragent off 
and then the command
#> chkconfig spycerwebservice off
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The SpycerAgent and the Spycer web service will then be started and 
stopped by the central cluster resource management. 

When having finished this on the primary SpycerBox, perform the fol-
lowing steps on the secondary SpycerBox:

 Open the command shell and log in as admin user on the second-
ary SpycerBox.

 Install Spycer by running the command 
#> rpm -Uhv <path>/Spycer-<version no.>.<OS archi-
tecture>.rpm

 Disable the automatic start of the SpycerAgent and the Spycer web 
service by first running the command
#> chkconfig spyceragent off 
and then the command
#> chkconfig spycerwebservice off

The SpycerAgent and the Spycer web service will then be started and 
stopped by the central cluster resource management on the secondary 
SpycerBox as well. 

 Then delete the default configuration of Spycer on the system by 
running the command 
#> rm -rf /var/opt/DVS/Spycer 
and then the command 
#> rm -rf /etc/opt/DVS/Spycer

 Create symbolic links from the local configuration directories to the 
SNFS volume by first running the command
#> ln -s  /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/var/opt/
DVS/Spycer /var/opt/DVS/Spycer 
and then the command
#> ln -s  /media/spycer-vol0/.spycer-cfg/etc/opt/
DVS/Spycer /etc/opt/DVS/Spycer

When having performed all steps, the general configuration of the Spy-
cer software for the High Availability Option is finished. Now you can 
make all Spycer settings, such as SpycerNet or watchfolder settings, as 
described in the “Spycer” user guide. You have to make the Spycer set-
tings on both SpycerBoxes. 

When configuring the IP address for the SpycerNet in the 
Spycer software on the primary SpycerBox, set the same 
failover IP address as set in the SAN Remo web user interface 
(see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8). After a failover, 
Spycer will then use the same configuration (IP, ID and data-
base) on the secondary SpycerBox.
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Administration

When all settings and configurations are made, you have the possibility 
to view the system’s status and to administer it if required. For this you 
can use the configuration management software SAN Remo or, if you 
have experience with Linux commands, the command-line interface.

DVS SAN Remo

Since December 2013 all delivered SpycerBoxes provide the configura-
tion management software SAN Remo as standard. The web-based 
user interface can be accessed by entering the machine’s IP address or 
DNS name into a standard browser’s address bar and logging in with a 
valid user name and password (see section “Target Group and Default 
Passwords” on page 3).

When having accessed the SAN Remo web user interface in the brows-
er window, you will see the cluster view as first side. When pressing the 
button CLUSTER in the header at the top left of the user interface, you 
will be redirected to this view. The cluster view shows you all clusters 
that have been configured in an overview. If configured before, you will 
see the cluster with the High Availability Option in form of a cluster icon 
in this view.

Please note that the configurations you make can lead to per-
formance problems or malfunctions of the High Availability 
Option and/or the whole system.

Supported browsers are Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer ver-
sion 11 and higher, Google Chrome and Safari.

For further information about SAN Remo see the “SAN Remo 
Configuration Management” supplement.
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Figure 1-3: Cluster view in the SAN Remo software

When clicking the respective High Availability cluster icon, you will be 
directed to the NODES view showing the primary and secondary 
SpycerBox in form of icons. Select the respective SpycerBox to arrive 
at the plugin view showing all installed and configurable plugins on the 
device.

Figure 1-4: Plugin view in the SAN Remo software
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All settings regarding the High Availability Option can be made when 
selecting the plugin HA-MIRRORING in the section SOFTWARE. 
When clicking the HA-MIRRORING plugin icon, you will be directed to 
its settings as in the following figure:

Figure 1-5: Settings view in the SAN Remo software

At the top left of the user interface you find the names and current sta-
tus of the SpycerBoxes:

It is recommended to check the status of the HA Option in the 
SAN Remo web user interface at regular intervals. 

If you notice problems with the HA Option, check its status in 
the SAN Remo web user interface and in the log files (see 
“SAN Remo Configuration Management” supplement).

Item Explanation

 LOCAL NODE In this field you see the name of the node (SpycerBox) you 
have selected in the NODES view.

 PEER NODE In this field you see the name of the peer node.
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In the middle of the user interface you find information about the status 
of the local and peer resources as well as the services:

LOCAL STATE/

PEER STATE 

In these fields you see the status of both SpycerBoxes indi-
cated as in the following:

online
The SpycerBox is active and part of the HA cluster (primary 
or secondary).

standby
The SpycerBox is online but set to standby mode.

offline
Is this mode the SpycerBox is not a part of the HA cluster 
and no data is being mirrored. The SpycerBox is powered 
down or has not been configured as a part of  the HA cluster 
configuration.

Item Explanation

LOCAL/PEER RESOURCES 

In these tables you see the mirrored devices (local volumes for metadata and stor-
age data) on the primary and secondary SpycerBox.

Name Numeration ID (consecutive)

Label In this field you see the volume that is being mirrored.

State Connected
All services work correctly and all data is being mirrored.

StandAlone/WFConnection
StandAlone or WFConnection (waiting for connection) in-
dicates that the respective SpycerBox has no connection to 
the peer SpycerBox and no mirroring of data takes place.

Role Primary
This role is the active SpycerBox that handles all active client 
connections. The data of this SpycerBox is mirrored to the 
secondary SpycerBox.

Secondary
This role is the passive SpycerBox without active client con-
nections. The secondary SpycerBox is only the target for the 
mirrored data.

In case of a hardware malfunction or a wrong 
configuration, the role is indicated as unknown. 
Please contact the DVS service department.

Item Explanation
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Disk State UpToDate
The SpycerBoxes are synchronized and the data is being 
mirrored.

Inconsistent
The data of both SpycerBoxes is not consistent, for instance 
during an initial synchronization or resynchronization pro-
cess.

If the disk status is indicated as unknown, please 
contact the DVS service department.

SHARED SERVICES 

In this table you see all shared services (resources) that are managed for a failover 
and the SpycerBox they are currently running on.

You can manually refresh/reprobe the status of all services in case the readout is 
not correct. For this you have to click the edit button  to the top right of the 
user interface and select the respective option from the drop-down list 
COMMAND.

Name Numeration ID (consecutive)

Service In this column you see all shared services (resources) which 
are managed for a failover on the respective SpycerBox in 
the HA configuration (shown in column State). Among oth-
ers, you find information about where the email notification 
is running on, where the failover IP address is set on or 
where the SpycerBox HA Option is configured.

If you want to add further services such as FTP or 
customized services, please contact the DVS ser-
vice department.

State running on: <device name>
Shows you the name of the SpycerBox the service is run-
ning on (column Service in the same line).

NOT running
The respective service is not running or is set to offline.

Item Explanation
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When pressing the edit button  at the top right of the user interface, 
you can make further configurations to the SpycerBox High Availability 
Option. You will be directed to the following settings:

Figure 1-6: Cluster view in the SAN Remo software

The fields Network device, IP address and Network mask 
show you the respective information and usually do not have 
to be filled in. In case that changes may be necessary, you can 
set the respective values in the entry fields. Perform this with 
care and only when you are sure you have all information you 
need to make the changes correctly.

Item Explanation

Network device In this field you can see and set the interface with the 
failover IP address.

IP address In this field you can see and set the shared IP address. In 
case of a failover, the secondary SpycerBox will take over 
this IP address. All clients connected to the primary Spycer-
Box will switch over to the secondary SpycerBox.

This is the failover IP address you have to set in 
the Spycer software for the HA Option during its 
initial configuration (see section “Configuration 
of Spycer” on page 6).
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Network mask In this field you can see and set the network mask of the 
shared IP address.

Command Select one of the following options from the drop-down list 
and press the button SUBMIT. You can select one of the fol-
lowing commands:

Reprobe Services 
When selecting this option, the cluster manager will check 
all running services and restart them in case they are not 
running.

You can use this command to restart services 
that are not running (indicated as NOT running 
in the table LOCAL/PEER RESOURCES). If rep-
robing is finished and the respective service(s) is/
are still not running, please contact the DVS ser-
vice department.

Start/Stop Verify 
When selecting this option, you can start or stop a verifica-
tion process to confirm the correct mirroring of data 
between the SpycerBoxes. The information will then be writ-
ten to the log files (see the “SAN Remo Configuration Man-
agement” supplement).

Inconsistences regarding the mirrored data be-
tween the SpycerBoxes can indicate a hardware 
defect. If a hardware defect can be ruled out, an 
automatic resynchronization will be started. If 
this fails, the resynchronization will be stopped 
and the error will be written to the log files.

The verification process may influence data rates 
and therefore can be stopped when selecting the 
command Stop Verify.

Local Node Standby/Online 
With these options, you can set the node you have selected 
in the SAN Remo user interface (see LOCAL NODE to the 
top left) to standby or online mode.

Peer Node Standby/Online 
When selecting one of these options, you can set the peer 
node (see PEER NODE to the top left) to standby or online 
mode.

Item Explanation
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SpycerBox HA Management Commands

You can also use the command-line interface for basic management 
tasks. For this you have to open the command shell and log in as admin 
user on the respective SpycerBox.

To run the commands, you have to enter them in the following notation:
/opt/DVS/Spycerbox/sbha_crm.sh <option>

Command Description 

set_node_online 
<node_name> 

Set a node into online mode (from standby 
mode).

set_node_standby 
<node_name> 

Set a node into standby mode (from online 
mode).

get_status_node 
<node_name> 

Get the status of the respective node (the output 
will be online/standby).

get_status_resources Get the status of all running resources.

heartbeat_resetfault Reset the heartbeat link status (e.g. after a link 
failure).

drbd_connect (Re)connect all DRBD (distributed replicated 
block device) resources.

refresh_resource Reprope the status of all resources managed by 
the cluster resource manager (e.g. if the current 
status is not shown correctly).

status Show the current status of all resources config-
ured for the High Availability Option.
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting

In the following you find some scenarios and examples of typical tasks 
that have to be performed when working with the SpycerBox 
High Availability Option. Furthermore, you find information regarding 
troubleshooting.

Maintenance

Initial start of both SpycerBoxes

If both SpycerBoxes are powered off, you can put them into operation 
by performing the following:

 First power up the primary SpycerBox by pressing the power switch 
briefly (as described in the “SpycerBox Ultra/Flex” hardware guide).

 Wait until the primary SpycerBox is online and has activated all its 
resources. This can be viewed in the SAN Remo software 
(see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8).

 Power up the secondary SpycerBox as described in the first step.

 If necessary, set the secondary SpycerBox from standby mode to 
online in the SAN Remo software (or when using the command-line 
interface as described in section “SpycerBox HA Management 
Commands” on page 15).

 Wait until both SpycerBoxes are shown connected as primary and 
secondary in the SAN Remo user interface.

Shutting down both SpycerBoxes

To shut down the systems, perform the following on the primary 
SpycerBox:

 Set  the secondary SpycerBox into standby mode with the 
SAN Remo user interface (see section “DVS SAN Remo” on 
page 8).

 Power down  the secondary SpycerBox and then power down the 
primary SpycerBox by using the SAN Remo user interface 
(see the “SAN Remo Configuration Management” supplement or 
heed the instructions in the “SpycerBox Ultra/Flex” hardware 
guide).

The systems must be connected physically and must be a part 
of the HA cluster configuration.
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Disconnecting the primary (active) SpycerBox

To disconnect the primary (active) SpycerBox from the secondary 
SpycerBox and set it to offline, perform the following on the primary 
SpycerBox:

 Set the primary SpycerBox into standby mode by using SAN Remo 
(see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8).

The SpycerBox HA cluster will automatically perform a failover process. 
This will set the secondary SpycerBox to the primary role and migrate 
all running resources to this device.

 Wait until the failover process has been completed (this may take 
1-2 minutes) and the other SpycerBox has activated all its resources 
what is indicated in the SAN Remo software.

 Now you can disconnect/power down the primary SpycerBox in the 
standby mode (see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8 or heed 
the instructions in the “SpycerBox Ultra/Flex” hardware guide).

Disconnecting the secondary (passive) SpycerBox

To disconnect the secondary (passive) SpycerBox and set it to offline 
mode, perform the following on the secondary SpycerBox:

 Set the secondary SpycerBox into standby mode by using 
SAN Remo (see section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8).

 Disconnect/power down the secondary SpycerBox by using SAN 
Remo (see the “SAN Remo Configuration Management” supple-
ment or heed the instructions in the “SpycerBox Ultra/Flex” hard-
ware guide).

The remaining primary SpycerBox will then run in the standalone mode.

Reconnecting the secondary (offline) SpycerBox to the pri-
mary peer

If the SpycerBoxes are disconnected physically and the primary 
SpycerBox is active, perform the following to reconnect the secondary 
SpycerBox to the primary machine:

 Power down the primary SpycerBox as described in section “Shut-
ting down both SpycerBoxes” on page 16.

The systems you are working on operate with voltages 
that can be hazardous to your health. Never work on the 
system or access its interior with the power cable(s) being 
plugged in. Before connecting any physical links (network 
links or other cabling), the systems must be powered off 
and the power supply must be disconnected.
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 Connect all physical network links of the secondary SpycerBox to 
the primary SpycerBox and power up the devices (see section “Ini-
tial start of both SpycerBoxes” on page 16).

The SpycerBoxes now will be set to the respective roles and synchro-
nize their data.

Troubleshooting

Split Brain

The “Split Brain” is a failure where both SpycerBoxes assume the role 
of a primary SpycerBox while they are running in a disconnected mode. 
In this case it is not possible to switch back to primary/secondary mode 
automatically since the mirroring service cannot identify which Spycer-
Box holds the actual data, i.e. is set as primary SpycerBox.

The administrator has to manually override the data of one SpycerBox 
and discard all changes done since its activation. This SpycerBox will 
then be forced into the secondary mode and will be resynchronized 
with the other (primary) SpycerBox. Perform the following:

 Open the command shell and log in as admin user on the Spycer-
Box that you want to determine as secondary.

 Disconnect the SpycerBox from the primary system by running the 
command
#> drbdadm disconnect 

 Now you have to determine the SpycerBox as secondary Spycer-
Box. Run the command 
#> drbdadm secondary [all|<resource>]
to perform this.

 Connect the secondary SpycerBox to the other SpycerBox (this one 
will be determined as primary automatically), synchronize and dis-
card its data by running the command 
#> drbdadm connect –discard-my-data [all|<re-
source>]

 As last step you have to connect the primary SpycerBox to the sec-
ondary SpycerBox. Run the command

A “Split Brain” setup is indicated in the log files that can be 
gathered in the SAN Remo software (see the “SAN Remo Con-
figuration Management” supplement). Please contact the DVS 
service department or heed the following.

The SpycerBox must be in the connection status standalone. 
This can be viewed and set in the SAN Remo software (see 
section “DVS SAN Remo” on page 8).
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#> drbdadm connect [all|<resource>]
to perform this.

Now you have disconnected the “Split Brain” setup, determined the 
roles of the SpycerBoxes and reconnected them. The synchronization 
is started automatically. You can use the command cat/proc/drbd to 
view the progress of the synchronization process as progress bar.
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